
Jointing Techniques -  Part 1 

 

Aims 

 

By the end of this course you will: 

 

 Understand the importance of accuracy in marking out and cutting 

a joint. 

 Be able to prepare timber for jointing using a hand plane and 

making guage, creating face side and face edge. 

 Be able to make a square cut using a tenon saw. 

 Be able to mark out simple joints. 

 Be able to cut a lap joint by hand. 

 Be able to cut a mortice and tenon joint by hand. 

 Be able to cut a mortice using pillar drill. 

 Be able to cut a tenon using router table and band saw. 

 Be able to edge joint boards using a hand plane. 

 Be able to assess the quality of a joint and know how to correct any 

problems. 

 

Introduction 

 

One of the basics of good woodwork is an almost obsessive approach to 

accuracy. Adopting an accurate approach even before one’s skills have 

developed to deliver that accuracy encourages the development of 

those skills. If one takes a “that’s near enough” approach there is no 

incentive to hone the practical skills to achieve true accuracy. If 

inaccuracies occur they are often magnified as the job progresses so 

spoiling the end result.  

 

“In furniture making you always get found out!” 

 

 

I may mention “The Zone” during the course. The Zone is a state of mind 

where one is concentrated completely on the job, thinking of the best 

way to approach it so that the best result is achieved. This includes a 

careful approach to accuracy, an understanding of the best order to do 

things and a care not to compromise the final outcome. 

 

I hope this course will indicate an approach that will result in the 

necessary accuracy. 

 

Planing Square 

 



Before we can start marking and cutting joints we need to prepare the 

stock square and to dimension. The first stage is to plane a face side and 

face edge, these faces will be used as our reference surfaces for all later 

marking out. 

 

The plane blade should be sharpened with a very slight camber, we will 

use this to control the cut across the width. Set up the plane to take a 

fairly fine full width cut. This can be done by eye, sighting along the sole of 

the plane, a white background helps (perhaps a sheet of paper); or by 

carefully feeling the edge with the finger tips. 

 

Take a few cuts on a piece of scrap to check that the plane is set up OK. 

Now plane the wide face flat, checking for flatness regularly along the 

length and across the width with a straight steel rule. The finer the cut the 

smoother the finish. At the start of the cut apply pressure to the front of the 

plane and at the end pressure should be transferred to the back, this 

helps to achieve a flat surface along the length (1&2). When the face is 

flat mark it as the face side(3). 

 
1.    2. 

The face edge can now be planed. This is where that camber on the 

plane blade becomes useful. By biasing the plane to one side or the other 

it can be made to correct an unsquare edge. By planing with the plane 

overhanging on the right an edge that is high on the right side can be 

corrected, biasing on the left will correct the other side (4&5).  

 

 
4. 5. 



 

With practice varying discrepancies along the edge can be corrected by 

adjusting the bias of the plane along the length of the board. The edge 

should be checked for square at regular intervals (6), it is surprising how 

quickly the profile can change with just a few shavings. When the edge is 

square mark the face edge (7). 

 

    
6.      7. 

 

Planing to Dimension 

 

The stock is now ready for planing to width and thicknessing. The required 

dimension is marked out using a marking guage.  

 

 Set the dimension using a steel rule (8).  

 Holding the guage by the stock (9) place the stock against the 

edge with the shaft resting on the surface to be marked then rotate 

the guage until the pin is marking the surface . 

 Push the guage away from you so the trailing pin marks the surface 

(10). 

 

 
8.    9.    10. 

 

Plane down to the line, aim to create a surface that meets the centre of 

the guage line. Use the bias of the plane to get the surface accurate. 

 



Cutting to Length 

 

Mark out the pieces ready to cut to length. Marking out should be done 

using either a scalpel or a well sharpened H or 2H pencil (ie not HB) 

 Measure off the length to be cut. A steel rule is best for this if 

possible. Butt the rule to the end and mark off the dimension 

(11). 

 Use a marking knife and square to mark off the top line (12,13). A 

knife or pencil can be used for the other lines. When squaring a 

line round the piece ensure that the stock of the square is always 

against the face side or face edge. 

 Use a wide sharp chisel to cut a small chamfer to the knife 

marked line on the waste side. (14) 

 

     
    11.    12. 

     
     13.      14.          15. 

 Place the piece on the saw hook with as little as possible 

overhanging. 

 Start the saw cut. Use the index finger to steady the saw on the 

knife line at the far corner (15) and make a few pull strokes to 

start the cut, as the cut extends slowly bring the saw down onto 

the knife cut. Sawing requires a relaxed stance with the shoulder, 



forearm, hand and saw all in line and the eyes above that line 

(15). 

 Check the cut for squareness. (16) 

 

  
 16.            17. 

 

 

 

The Shooting Board 

 

If the end is not square it can be corrected using a plane and shooting 

board. The shooting board is a jig for holding the piece and plane square 

with each other. 

 

Place the piece against the stock of the board. With the plane on it’s side 

butt the end of the piece against the sole. Slide the plane back and forth 

to trim the end bacon slicer style (17). This is easier said than done and 

requires some practice! 

 

It is sometimes useful to shoot the end of a piece to square it, this can then 

be used as a datum for marking off length. 

 

Cutting a lap joint 

 

 Measure off the end length and mark round with a square, knife the 

line on the none face side. Chamfer up to the cut line with a sharp 

chisel on the waste side as before. 



 Set the marking guage to half the thickness of the pieces. This can 

be achieved accurately by making a trial mark from one side then 

making another from the other until both marks coincide. (18) 

 Mark the thickness of the lap on the end. And mark the waste, the 

side opposite the face side. (19) 

 

    
18.       19. 

 

 Saw the lap on the end. This done in four operations. 

 

o Place the piece in the vice at 45 degrees and saw diagonally 

from corner to corner on the waste side of the line (20). To 

start the cut use the thumb or index finger to steady the saw 

blade. Aim to cut so the inner edge of the saw cut follows the 

guage line with the width of the cut falling in the waste (21). 

o Turn the piece and cut the other diagonal 

o With the piece vertical cut the last part not removed by the 

diagonal cuts. (22) 

o Finally, with the piece on the saw hook, cut the waste off 

square. Using the same method as when cutting to length, 

however beware of cutting too far! 

 

 

20.    21.    22.  

 



 Carefully clean up the cut surfaces with a sharp chisel. Removing 

only the break out at the bottom of the cut or any unevenness from 

the saw cuts, do not go below the previously guaged lines (23). 

 
23. 

 

 Offer up the end piece in the correct position for the lap (on the 

face side) and mark the width with a scalpel, then mark with a knife 

and square (24, 25). When using the marking knife ensure that the 

angled side of the knife is towards the waste. 

 Mark off the thickness of the lap with the marking guage. To mark 

between two points start by pressing a point at the far end then 

mark down to that point. The marker will drop into the point without 

over shooting (26-28). 

 

  
24.      25. 



   
26.      27. 

 
28. 

 

 Using a sharp chisel chamfer to the knife lines then saw down to the 

guage line. 

 Make additional saw cuts in the waste to aid later removal (29). 

 

 

   
29.      30. 



    
31. 32. 

 

 Remove the waste between the saw cuts down to the guage line. 

 

o Using a sharp fairly wide chisel angled upward start at the 

front corner and pare across the grain (30). Work down to the 

guage line. The final cut should be from the middle of the line 

but only when there are only a few left shavings above the 

line (31). 

o Turn the piece in the vice and repeat the operation from  the 

other side. 

o There should be a hump left in the middle(32). Pare this away, 

being careful not to go below the guage lines (33). 

o Check the surface with a straight edge. 

o Offer up the pieces and check for fit and squareness. 

 

                        
    33. 

 

 

 

 



Cutting a mortice and tenon joint 

 

 Mark the length, or shoulders, of the tenon using marking knife and 

square. 

 

 Mark the width of the mortice on the face edge. 

 

 To guage the thickness of the mortice and tenon use a mortice 

guage, this is a marking guage with two pins. The tenon thickness 

should be one third of the full thickness, however in practice the 

tenon has to be the width of the nearest available chisel. Set the 

guage to the width of the chisel (33). Mark the thickness of both the 

tenon and the mortice, this will usually be in the centre of both 

pieces, find the centre as before by marking from both sides. 

 

    
 

 Chop the mortice first. It is important that the mortice is square with 

the edge. This is aided by positioning yourself to the end of the 

piece when chopping the majority of the mortice, so that the angle 

of the chisel can be assessed (34). 

 

o Start chopping about 4mm from the end of the mortice with 

the flat of the chisel facing the end (34,35). Chop down using 

a wooden mallet, work across the mortice keeping the chisel 

between the guage lines (36) 

o Lever out the waste, being careful not to break the chisel 

(37). 

o Repeat until the mortice is the correct depth (tenon length 

plus approx 3mm). 



o Finally remove the two ends of the mortice, as these need to 

be square in the other direction stand in front of the piece to 

assess the angle of the chisel (38) 

  

 
34. 35. 

 

 
35. 37. 

 
38. 



When chopping the mortice  ensure the flat of the chisel is facing 

the waste (ie the flat faces the previously chopped area the bevel 

faces the direction of travel). Avoid paring the sides of the mortice, 

it is important that the mortice width is maintained as the chisel 

width. 

 

 Cut the tenon. 

 

o Saw either side of the tenon, on the waste side of the guage 

line, in the same way as cutting the lap joint. 

o Cut the shoulders of the tenon similarly to the lap joint. 

Accuracy is critical here as any offset between the shoulders 

will mean that they do not seat onto the mortice edge 

correctly. 

 

 Fit the tenon to the mortice and assess the joint.  

o Does a straight edge across the joint show it is flat (43). To 

correct an error pare the tenon to allow it to tilt in the 

mortice. 

 

o Are there gaps between the shoulders and the edge (39). This 

can be corrected by trimming the shoulder with a shoulder 

plane (40) or knifing it and trimming with a wide chisel (41,42). 

This test should be made after the previous one as correcting 

tilt may also correct this error. 

o Is the tenon slack in the mortice. Apprentices used to face 

the drop test, if the pieces fell apart if lifted by the tenon 

piece then they had to remake the joint. Loose tenons can 

be corrected by gluing veneer onto the faces. I trust your 

joints will always be so accurate that this will never be 

necessary! 

      



39.      40. 

 

      

41. 42. 

 

43. 

  

Alternative methods for cutting mortice and tenon 

 Drilling the mortice 

Chopping the mortice with chisel only is rather boring! The job 

can be speeded up by using the pillar drill to remove the 

waste.  

 Mark the width of the mortice on all pieces. This is best 

done by clamping them together and doing all in one 

go (44). Mark the thickness on one piece with the 



mortice guage (45). It is only necessary to mark one 

piece as this is used to set up the drill fence, other 

pieces will just be placed against the fence The width 

should be defined by the drill bits you have available, 

setting the guage to the suitable bit. This setting should 

also be used to mark the tenon.  

 Clamp a piece of wood to the drill bed to act as a 

fence (46) so that the drill is positioned precisely on the 

guage lines (47). 

                      

         44.        45.                46. 

                  

         47.       48.             49. 

 Set the depth stop appropriately. If the mortice is 

haunched set the depth initially to the haunch depth. 

 Make repeated drillings as close together as possible 

with the piece held firmly against the fence (48). On 

the first couple do not drill full depth in one go, instead 

make repeated plunges until the full depth is reached.  

 For a haunched mortice reset the depth stop and 

continue drilling. 

 Clean up the mortice using full width chisel as before, 

again avoid paring the sides. 

The problem with this method is that the mortice is left rather untidy 

after drilling, making it difficult to clean up so that the correct width 

of mortice is maintained (49). 



Cutting the mortice with router 

The easiest way to cut a mortice if you don’t have a mortice 

machine is to use the router. For deep mortices it is possible to get 

long reach bits (49a). It can be difficult to balance the router on 

narrow pieces, also the router can drop off the end when routing 

near the end, so a jig as shown is useful (49b). It is also useful to fit a 

fence both sides, if available, to avoid drifting from the line of cut 

(49c). The mortice should be cut in a series of plunge cuts then the 

edges cleaned up by passes back and forth. 

       

49a.          49b.      49c. 

Cutting the tenon using band saw and router table 

Inverting a router in a router table greatly increases its versatility. It’s 

particularly good for cutting tenons. The method described here is 

for tenons with a wide shoulder where a lot of waste has to be 

routed away, for tenons with narrower shoulders it is possible to 

remove the waste with one pass of the router.  

Using this method it is possible to cut extremely accurate tenons. 

Cutting the waste away with the bandsaw allows the router table to 

make the final cut in one pass.  

 Mark out the tenon in the usual way, the tenon shoulders do 

not need to be knifed.  

 Set up the bandsaw to cut the tenon cheeks slightly oversize 

(50). And cut away the waste using the band saw or a tenon 

saw, leave some waste beyond the shoulder for the router to 

clean off. Clamp a stop piece to the saw bed to ensure the 

cut stops before the shoulder. 

 Use a fairly wide (say 22-25mm) straight cutter in the router 

table.  



 Set the fence on the router table so that the cut is precisely 

on the shoulder line. The cutter height should line up with the 

tenon guage lines. It is useful to have a few off cuts of the 

correct thickness to test the cut so that a precise fit can be 

achieved. This may take some time using trial and error. 

 If the router table has a sliding fence this can be used to pass 

the piece over the cutter at 90 degrees. A waste piece 

against the back edge of the workpiece will prevent 

breakout at the back. 

 For tables without a sliding fence a scrap board cut precisely 

square can be use to push the piece over the cutter, it also 

prevents breakout (51). Alternatively a jig can be made up to 

hold the work as it is pushed over the router (52). Using a jig 

also improves the safety of this operation as the jig can act as 

a guard. Ensure that the jig has a sacrifice strip to prevent 

break out at the end of the cut. NOTE THAT SUTABLE 

GUARDING SHOULD BE USED FOR THIS OPERATION, IN THE 

PICTURES THRE GUARDING HAS BEEN REMOVED FOR CLARITY. 

     

50.                           51.                                 52. 

 For all but very short tenons it will take a couple of passes to 

cut the tenon. The cut closest to the shoulder should be the 

last one. 

 A variation of this method can be used to cut the tenons 

directly from the band saw by setting the saw to cut the 

tenons accurately rather than shy of the guage line. However 

using the band saw is not as accurate as the router table. 

 

Edge jointing boards 



It is often necessary to joint boards edge to edge to create a wide 

surface, perhaps for a table top of a door panel. This task is a good test of 

a plane and your planing skills. When planing observe the advice given in 

the section about planing face side and edge. 

Mark the boards to be jointed so that you always put them together the 

correct way round, a triangle across the boards is a good marker (53) 

If the boards are not too thick it is possible to put them in the vice side by 

side and plane then together (54). This means that if they are planed out 

of square any discrepancy if compensated for when they are put 

together. If the boards are thick then the two together will be too wide for 

your plane so they will have to be planed seperately. 

 

53.     54. 

After planing put the boards together to check the fit, one in the vice the 

other placed on top.  

 A light shone on the back of the joint will help to show any gaps.  

 Gently try to turn the top piece (55), if it does turn it indicates a high 

spot, this high spot will be the point on which the board turns. A 

straight edge will indicate which board has the high spot.  



 Try rocking the top board, if it does rock an edge may not be 

square with the face at some point, examine the join to see where 

this is.  

 Put a straight edge on the side of the boards (56), does it indicate 

they are true? Ie can you see light between the board and the 

edge at any point. If it is out of true then one or both edges will not 

be square 

  

55.      56.   

These are all factors to be taken into account when assessing the joint. 

Having made an assessment the edges can be replaned to compensate. 

High spots or out of squareness can all be corrected by careful planing 

technique and by biasing the plane during the cut. By repeated planing 

and assessment a good joint can be arrived at. 

We are aiming for a joint which meets at either end and has a very slight 

gap (paper thick) at the middle, this gap is closed when the joint is 

clamped together. The gap can be achieved by planing a perfect fit 

then making a couple of stopped cuts with the plane in the middle 

Biscuit jointing 

Edge joints may need reinforcement, previously this would have meant 

dowelling or loose tongues. Now we often use a biscuit joint. The joint is 

also useful as a means of locating the boards, which have a tendency to 

slide around when gluing up. 



   

57.            58. 

The jointer consists of a small sawto cut a slot for the biscuit and a fence 

arrangement to align the slot (57, 58), the saw blade is plunged in and out 

to create the cut. 

  

 Put the boards together and mark the positions of the biscuits, 

about 450mm apart is about right and approx. 60mm from either 

end (59). 

 Set the jointer fence so the biscuit slot is aligned approximately in 

the centre of the board edge. 

 Set the depth stop depending on the size of biscuit to be used. 

 With the board clamped flat on the bench. Place the jointer on the 

edge with the fence firmly held to the top surface and plunge the 

cutter in and out (60). Repeat for the slots on both boards. It is 

important to keep the fence flat on the board surface, else the 

boards will be misaligned.  

            

     59.                                                            60. 



 Select the correct biscuits (0’s, 10’s or 20’s) for the cut slots (61). 

 Dry clamp the boards to check the joint, then wet clamp with glue 

in all the slots and on one edge. There should be clamps above 

and below the boards (62), else there is a tenancy for the boards to 

lift. Check the boards for flatness with a straight edge (63), 

discrepancies can be corrected by adjusting the pressure on the 

clamps above and below. It is useful to use shaped clamping strips 

to protect the board edges, the pointed shape of the strips also 

helps to centralise the clamping pressure. 

    

61.       62.  

                           

                               63.       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

      


